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I would feel more optimistic about a bright future for man
if he spent less time proving that he can outwit Nature
and more time tasting her sweetness and respecting her
seniority.1
–E.B White
INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the 21st century, the chemist and
Nobel laureate Paul Crutzen made popular what had
been floating around within the study of geologic epochs for the latter quarter of the 20th century.2 Crutzen
indicated that the Holocene, the geologic era that had
existed for almost 12,000 years has transformed into
the Anthropocene. Aptly named, the Anthropocene
has emerged out of the unprecedented influence of
the human race on the planet’s ecology. Crutzen also
indicates that the Anthropocene is not as one might
think, a 20th century phenomena, but it has its beginnings in the 18th century, propagated by the Western
industrial revolution and the invention of the steam engine. In fact, scientists as early as the 1870s have begun
to raise these issues with little success.3
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The emergence of the Anthropocene and its unprecedented effects on the planet’s ecology has forced the industries concerned with the built environment to confront
what seems like a fundamental ethical responsibility. Examples of this relatively newly established attitude include
the establishing of U.S. Green Building Council in 1993
with a mission to raise awareness about sustainable practices in the construction industry. This has been followed
by the establishing of LEED in 2000, which is essentially
a certification programme for the construction industry.4
This essay does not aim to expose the sins nor highlight the virtues of such practices; critics and supporters
of LEED are spread the world over. The aim of this essay
is to present an attitude towards environmental ethics
and aesthetics vis-à-vis computational design technologies and non-linear fabrication workflows. More specifically, it describes a framework for an alternative and
nebulous relationship between natural and synthetic
things that can be just as relevant to the conversation
surrounding architecture in the Anthropocene as mainstream green building practices are. This is also illustrated through describing a non-linear digital and material
workflow that produces almost natural things.
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environmental crisis in an era of pervasive computation and ease of access to post-Fordist workflows
has the potential to revolutionize the way we conceive of space and manifest it physically. Secondly,
as ethicist Patrick Curry points out, these practices
are simply Light Green or shallow. Adopting the idea
of sustainability is in of itself is highly problematic
because it implies a false desire to both exploit natural resources but do it in an ethical way that prolongs the problem in itself.10 As of late, McDonough
himself has begun to accept this fallacy through his
conversations that revolve around the ideas Beyond
Sustainability.11 Due to its architectural outlook, this
essay aims to explore the first issue of space conception in the Anthropocene.

Figure 1: New Information Centre of the CTU
in AIR House on CTU
Campus, Prague.
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THE CODIFICATION OF SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES
Architecture, and the energy consumption that occurs
during its construction and well into occupancy, should
be held partly culpable for the environmental crisis.5
This reality has led towards a reactionary stance from
within the practice towards a search for an ethical consciousness through an obsession with issues of the environment. This has directly led to an emerging focus on
Sustainable Architecture. Sustainable architecture has
become a codified practice through the pervasiveness
of certification programs such as LEED and off-the-shelf
software that allow designers to predict many aspects
of building performance early in the design stages. Pioneering figures in the movement such as William McDonough have praised the codification of sustainable

practices in construction but noted that on its own,
this cannot usher paradigm shifts.6 While a paradigm
shift of how we might build in the Anthropocene is absolutely and undeniably required, contemporary environmental ethics within large parts of the practice have
transformed into aesthetic drivers, commercially driven
marketing strategies, and a space from which other architects and designers not explicitly dealing with issues
of sustainable design, energy consumption, efficiency
and optimization are branded as unethical.
Almost two decades after the emergence of these issues, architecture must now look green. It has become
more commercially viable for looking green. Apparently,
it is the only right thing to do; looking green is ethically
better.7 This is not surprising given the popularity of the

relatively new field of study of environmental ethics,
where the questions of how the public must conduct its
relationship with things non-human has extended from
an anthropocentric view point towards a more encompassing relationship between human beings and nature.8
Amongst a sea of grey, of which many architecturally innovative solutions are produced, contemporary architecture that can be said to have responded
to this crisis head on falls into two radically different
modes of practice. What this essay aims to expose
is that both practices share two common problems
when viewed within the lens of computation, digital fabrication and a post-Fordist globalized economy. Firstly, both practices continue to produce and
propagate Modernist ideas of space conception.9 An

CUSTODIANS
The first attitude in which architects have responded
to the environmental crisis can be said to characterize
what ethicist Patrick Curry identifies as Western culture’s “faith in modern techno-science.”12 This practice
adopts a highly codified and highly technical attitude
towards sustainable practices which is geared towards efficiency, optimization and articulate tectonics
in the form of off-the-shelf unit-to-whole assemblies;
sometimes there is also a green roof. This results in
an aesthetic that takes its cues from the high-tech
movement of the 1980s and 1990s. Contemporary
examples of this world-view include the U.S. Department of Energy’s Solar Decathlon biennial student
competition (fig. 1). The competition brief asks for
projects that are environmentally friendly in innovative and positive ways (to produce net-gain energy),
but also ones that are “attractive.”13 The question of
attractiveness is highly problematic and one that
is highly cultured and reveals the role of aesthetics
within globalized power structures and economies.
Specifically, the question of attractiveness has been
transformed into a techno-fetishistic homogenous
aesthetic agenda that is driven by the kind of materials that allow for positive energy production and their
particular assembly processes. For example, the use
of PV panels is abundant in these projects.
This attitude is undeniably anthropocentric. Its
spreadsheet-fulfilling attitude, it highlights man-nature
power structures, positioning human beings in the position of custodians of nature. That human beings can
save the environment through the same power structure of domestication and custodianship that has led
to this crisis is simply ironic. In their essay “The Future
is Hairy,”14 Jeremy Till and Sarah Wigglesworth have
argued that architects can be hopelessly misguided in
their aspirations and in their sense of morality, and perhaps more importantly, their sense of self-importance
through writing that “the project to provide society’s
salvation through recourse to architectural honesty,
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Figure 5: Photographs
of the excavation process, post-curing.

Figure 2: Digital
images of early digital
explorations.

Figure 3: 3D prints
of early digital explorations.

Figure 4: Sit.1, resin-cast chair.
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truth, economy of means and precise tectonics appears
deeply flawed and delusional.”15 More relevant to this essay is that this custodianship attitude fails in delivering
a desperately needed new space conceptions given
the emergence of the Anthropocene. Modernist space
conceptions that blur interiorities with exteriorities into
a continuous synthetic whole have to be transformed
into a space conception that is of nature, and not simply
an extension of it.

end of the spectrum. There is not reference to the
high-tech, but rather a very DIY aesthetic of multiple,
different, and sometimes unfitting parts coming together to form a unique and unrepeatable whole, such
as the Accordion House by 24H Architecture. The indie and DIY aesthetic cues of this practice seem to
have an affinity with Burning Man events. Here, too,
we might find green roofs and some PV panels, albeit
less organized.

SCAVENGERS
The second practice avoids the Western model of
techno-fetishism towards an immediate and direct
reliance on natural and un-engineered materials driven by reclamation and repurposing. Architects and
designers within this model scavenge their environments for materials that can be repurposed without
much processing towards the construction of the built
environment. Images of the scavenging Jawa from
Star Wars’ Tatooine come to mind. Where this practice
of scavenging fails in relation to the practice of architects as custodians is its scalability factor. These exercises have tended to exist on the very manageable
scale of the housing unit. Contemporary globalized
economies and the housing and commerce requirements that come from that cannot be held captive to
this slow and circumstantial practice.
As with the earlier custodian model and its consistent green aesthetic, this model is not without its
aesthetic drivers either. Here, projects on the other

COLLAPSING ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS
AND AESTHETICS
The solutions to the environmental crisis that come
from within architecture must confront the consistent
and overarching aesthetic agenda that they produce.
That a layman can point to a project and call it green
indicates the strong visual markers that come with
such solutions. Moreover, this subversive collapse of
ethics and aesthetics is a very problematic trope as
it begins to place aesthetic experiences as ones that
have to be measured against an ethical criteria, which
has historically not existed, not in the least in the field
of environmental aesthetics. To put it in context, environmental aesthetics is a relatively new area of focus
within the larger field of aesthetics that attempts to
explore the aesthetic nature of things, conditions,
and activities that are not art.16 Essentially, environmental aesthetics began as a way to understand how
to appreciate things that are not made by human
beings. Lately, as art practices have begun to tackle
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Figure 9: Digital
images of early digital
explorations.

Figure 6: Detail of
resin-cast chair.

Figure 7: Alternative
resin-cast chair
without the legs due
to the high exothermic
reaction.

Figure 8: Shelter 0,
Faysal Tabbarah with
Architecture + Other
Things.
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the Anthropocene, beginning with the Land Art movement and well into the contemporary sphere, environmental aesthetics has also become concerned
with “human-influenced” and “human-constructed”
environments that are neither art nor possibly architecture.17 While the emergence and contemporary
importance of environmental ethics and aesthetics
share an origin, which is the seismic shift from the anthropocentric to the eco-centric, they cannot coexist
as they subversively but pervasively do in mainstream
sustainable architectural practices.
What is relevant to this essay is the search for a new
notion of environmental aesthetic vis-à-vis computation
design methodologies and digital fabrication. This notion must move beyond the deployment of off-the-shelf
software that more or less accurately predicts building
performances within a Fordist assembly line towards an
immersion in the possibilities of space within a globalized post-Fordist and big data society that is staring at
an environmental crisis in the eye. It’s a simple question
with many possible answers: What kind of aesthetics
must the spaces inhabit today embody?
Historically, there has existed three notions of aesthetics of the environment: The beautiful, the sublime,
and the picturesque. Today, neither of these three notions begins to tackle the possibilities of a new and relevant space conception. This is because all three rely
on a Kantian experience of nature as something that is
Other,18 only to be experienced as audience, and incapable of being truly part of an everyday life. A contemporary aesthetic of the environment must not be viewed,
observed or critiqued as an Other thing that needs to
be tamed, shut out or extended to. These binaries will

force architects into a Modernist space conception that
aims at bringing the environment in, or going out into
the environment, but never coalesce the natural and the
synthetic which is highly possible in an age of eradicated
binaries given the new advances in computation, access
to big data and post-Fordist manufacturing.
COLLAPSING NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC
THINGS
When one experiences human-made art or natural
landscapes, one understands the core idea of what is
being observed; essentially, one understands whether the observed is natural or synthetic, even when the
content is at times elusive, as it is wont to be. We rarely
confuse the synthetic from the natural. This essay presents an argument for a new framework of environmental
aesthetic experience that overcomes the historical and
mainstream framework of the beautiful, the sublime or
the picturesque, requiring a collapsing and blurring of
the distinction between the natural and the synthetic.
Questions like “is this natural?” opens the door for such
a framework and aesthetic experience. This has begun
to exist in art but is non-existent in architecture, as is it
always conceived as the built environment.
As early as the 1950s, there has been a push within art to blur this distinction at multiple scales, from
large scale Land Art to the traditional scale of the
painting. The critique of the irrational difference and
value society gives to things is perhaps best embodied
by Duchamp’s Fountain, although he has sought to
blur the boundaries between two human-made things
(art and ready-mades). What is more relevant to this
essay is other extreme conditions, such as Robert
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process has resulted in a highly textured aesthetic that
truly blurs the distinction between the reality that this is
made synthetically and natural formations.

Figure 10: 3D prints
of early digital explorations.

THE PRODUCTION OF ALMOST NATURAL
THINGS: SHELTER 0
Shelter 0, the second of these endeavors, is conceived as
an inhabitable shelter that attempts to explore the potential of recycled natural materials, in this case rubber, to
create spatial conditions that attempt to redefine vernacular Arish (palm frond) desert shelters that were deployed
during the hot summer months and utilized the natural
material’s qualities for passive cooling and shade. Similar
to vernacular spatial conditions, Shelter 0 defines space
through the deployment of high-resolution textures, re-

Rauschenberg’s Dirt Painting, where the work of art
at the scale of the painting, an endeavor that mixes
synthetic and natural materials is constructed out of
real dirt, collapsing the natural and the synthetic. How
to translate this to a spatial condition is the long-term
goal of this essay.
THE PRODUCTION OF ALMOST NATURAL
THINGS
And with books I am just the same (just as clumsy and inarticulate) and they do not help me either, as though even
they were still too human… Only things speak to me.19
–Rainer Maria Rilke
The essay concludes by illustrating the nebulous relationship between the natural and the synthetic through
a series of materially produced things made within a
non-linear fabrication workflow where computational
tools are in constant communication with material science and chemistry. These things aim to express two
main ideas: nebulous aesthetics and space conception.
First, the resultant aesthetic of these things moves
away from the description of form towards the description of texture and intensities. It also allows for things
to be obscure and to lie on the outside of the narrative
of mainstream environmental aesthetics. More specifically, these things are not beautiful as they are messy,
unwieldy and uncultivated, nothing like the French
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gardens of Versailles; they are not sublime as they lack
the ability to threaten or intimidate as with the Grand
Canyon; and they are also not picturesque as they do
not attempt to evoke the vivaciousness of nature as in
the paintings of Friedrich.
Second, the almost natural things produced within
this framework are driven by a critique of Modernist
and Fordist part-to-whole relationship that are utilized
heavily in the above critiqued custodian model towards
a looser idea of assemblages that come together in less
linear and fitting ways to create highly textural formations that can be understood as almost natural things.

jecting the definition of shelter as a solid, monolithic and
perceptively stable. Here, the object is defined by the amplification of texture and not through the deployment of a
normative attitude towards surface and mass.
Rubber tiles manufactured locally from recycled tires
are the primary material system explored in Shelter 0.
The material comes in 50cm x 50cm tiles and is usually used for exterior playground flooring conditions.
These are cut into linear strips that resemble the raw
form in which palm-fronds was used to make the vernacular desert houses. The result is a naturalistic and
highly textured interior condition that collapses the distinction between the natural and the synthetic. Material
tests were first tested and documented to understand
the relationship between material dimensions, bending

Figure 11: Sit, Resin-cast chair.

THE PRODUCTION OF ALMOST NATURAL
THINGS: SIT
These almost natural things were first developed
through the deployment of branching algorithms that
were driven to amplify textural readings within compression-only structures. Early studies were the materialized
utilizing 3D printing technologies to better understand
their physical qualities. Due to the computational limitations of the process, these explorations lacked an
extreme reading of texture over form. Moreover, these
tests were initially conceived of as spatial conditions,
but it became immediately apparent that they cannot
be simply scaled up or made in parts to achieve a larger
scale. Therefore, a new fabrication technique was developed that allows for the casting of resin into CNC-routed
high density expanded polystyrene foam (figs. 4 and 5).
The exothermic reaction that occurs during the curing
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Figure 12: Alternative
resin-cast chair
without the legs due
to the high exothermic
reaction.

properties and springiness. This information was built
into a physics-based computational model that closely
models the behavior of the material in order to design
an appropriate material formation.
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